
As you walk into the strange maze they found on the alien ship that crashed on Earth, you 
decide to write a quick 50 words before you go into the maze with the three others that also 
signed up, Carlos, Jeff, and Emily. You see the entrance to the maze and look at all of the turns 
in the few hallways you can see. You decide to write for five minutes as you take it all in. Carlos 
goes running off into the maze, and Jeff goes right after him. Sprint to 200 words to yell after 
them. You and Emily decide to stick together.
Generate a random number between 1 and 4. If you get one, you go North and find a pack of 
velociraptors. Attempt a fifty headed hydra. If you fail, you could always restart the maze. If not, 
move onto two. If you get two, you go South. You find a bunch of spinning blades. Sprint to 500 
words. If it takes you more than 15 minutes, you get caught in the blades. Once again, restart 
reality. If not, move on to three. If you get three, you go west. Do a three percent challenge to 
avoid falling into the pit that keep opening and closing in front of you. If you get 4, you got lucky.
The room right in front of the hallway you just went through was extremely scary. All of your 
worst fears were appearing in front of you. Do a ten minute word war, or write for twenty minutes 
while Emily tries to convince you that what you see isn't real. You keep going, and then open the 
door in front of you. You fall down a huge pit, and are put in complete darkness. Sprint to the 
nearest thousand while you scream as you fall and get separated from Emily.
You land with a thud and find yourself in a frozen wasteland full of ice, rocks, and more ice. You 
realize your very thirsty, so you decide to do a three digits challenge to get some water from the 
ice. You wander around the wasteland looking for shelter before night. Write for one hour. If you 
get less than 1000 words, you get caught out during night, and die of the cold. Better luck next 
time. If you write more than 1000 words, you find a cave and survive the night. You find a 
complex cave system in the back of the cave. Before reading the next part, decide if you want to 
explore it, or not risk it.
If you explore, generate a number between 1 and 2000. Write that many words. You find some 
food in the cave. You may now skip a challenge of your choice. Move to the next challenge. If 
you don't, you end up not getting any food. Roll a six-sided dice. If you get higher than two, 
you're safe. If not, you die of hunger. You decide to go out and try to find a way to escape. As 
you wander through the barren plains of ice, you start to get a little loopy. You start having word 
wars with your self. Go to nanowrimo.org/forums/word-wars-prompts-sprints/threads265899 and 
have a word war with yourself.
Finally, you find a door. You step through it and find a small room with completely lack walls. In 
front of you is a door, and a door next to the one you came in through. You think about what to 
do and then decide to roll a die and multiply your roll by 100. Write that many words. You decide 
that Emily is behind the door next to yours. If you go back, go to the next challenge. If you leave 
her, you die in the next room. Your journey is over.
You go back to see if you can find Emily and find yourself in a large cavern. You walk around 
and eventually hear her screaming, and a very loud hissing. You run to the screaming and find 
Emily running from a huge snake. Write for thirty minutes as you catch up to her and run from 
the monster. Once back in safety you walk through the door in front of you. You walk in and the 
door disappears behind you. You look around and see several sarcophagi around you. There 
are groans everywhere, and the light flickers. The sarcophagi open and the mummies crawl out. 
You use your quick thinking and write 300 words in five minutes to throw up a rope and escape 
just in time. If you fail, the mummies get you and you die horribly.
You walk to the next room and find yourself in a large room. There are several harmless looking 
plants, but suddenly, they start breathing fire. Do a Draw Five challenge as you step on them as 
fast as you can. You make it out with only a minor burn. The hallway in front of you has no floor 
and is full of swinging lasers. Have a 5 minute word war while Emily tries to convince you to 



jump into the pit. If you win, she convinces you and you make it out okay. If you lose, she can't 
convince you and you there your whole life. Restart.
The next room makes you feel weird. Sprint to 300 words as you realize you've been put into a 
computer game. Write for ten minutes as you and Emily teleport to a new map. The game is 
called Survivalists, and you are teleported to a strange forest. A huge fanged rabbit monster 
jumps out of the trees and lands on a CPU. A voice says "CPU number 1837 has been 
eliminated." Write for ten minutes as you run for your life. If you get less than 200 words, you 
don't get away. You die. If you get less than 300 words, you get hurt. Write another 100 words. 
You decide to get some wood, and meat. Ten minute word war while you fight a monster in the 
woods. If you win, you kill it. If you lose... I think you can figure it out.
You get back to the spawn point where Emily is waiting with the wood. You make a fire for the 
night and move onto the shelter. Sprint to the nearest thousand to build a shelter for the night. 
You sleep for the night, but hear the voice telling you about other players dying all through the 
night. By the next morning, they're all dead and you get to leave. Write 100 words in celebration.
Once out you find yourself in a different room that's very dark. Groans are everywhere, and 
zombies step out of the dark. Do a 3% challenge to get away as you discover that they can 
shoot lighting from their hands. They're at every turn, and you must have a 20 minute word war 
to defeat them. If you win, you escape. If you lose, they kill you. Do a draw 5 challenge to find a 
way out. Finally, you step through a door and are suddenly in a completely different place.
Generate a number between 1 and 10. If you get 1-5, you find a pit of lava, and write for 400 
words in 8 minutes. If you get 6-7, you're trapped under water. Sprint to the nearest 1000 words. 
If you get 8-10, there are dragons everywhere. To defeat them do a fifty headed hydra. If you fail 
any of them,(except 6-7) you die. Once you get past that, you and Emily walk into the next room 
and find an empty hallway. You walk through the hallway and eventually look back. You realize 
you haven't moved. Write for 10 minutes to try to get farther. Your attempts are useless and you 
turn back. You see another door on the wall that wasn't there before. You walk through it and 
are instantly in a jungle.
A huge robot jumps out from the leaves and lands right next to you. If you fight it, have a twenty 
minute word war. If you win, you only have to write 200 more words to finish it off. If you lose, it 
catches you, and you die. If you run away screaming, the monster pursues you. Write for twenty 
minutes. If you get less than 550 words, it catches you. If you write more, you get away. The 
robot is gone, and now you appear in an upside down room. Everything is on the ceiling, except 
for you. Do a backwards three digit challenge (write the first three digits of the word count you 
have) as you wonder what the strange place is.
You jump and land on the ceiling where the next door is located. In the next room you see 
Carlos holding a small sphere that is glowing green. Do a three percent challenge as he holds it 
out at you and it shoots lasers. Emily jumps and shoved you out of the way. Write for one hour. 
If you get less than 1000 words, you die. If you get less than 1200 words, you hurt yourself and 
must write 300 more words to get back to full health. Carlos slowly starts to turn into a strange 
green creature, he shrivels up, and he dies. Slowly he starts to stir again as he healed himself 
already. Emily suggests you make a run for it into the next room.
You find yourself in the room you started in, but with no entrance. Repeat the entire crawl, and 
then add this one last step.
As you walk into the last room you start to piece it together this time. How did Emily know what 
to do with everything? She even knew how to defeat Carlos. She must be an alien herself. 
Suddenly, she attacks you! Write for thirty minutes. If you write more than 750 words, you 
escape, but hurt very badly. If you write less, she captures you and you die
If you escape however, you have one question about the whole thing...
Where's Jeff???


